
eSales Analyst 2020.05.02 - Release
Notes

 

Note: All previous releases with these new ones.

Major fixes / Improvements  
Write all logs (errors / bugs) to files under logs directory. So that, when some bugs / 
errors happens during the running of software, these can be identified and fixed quickly
Fix: Tasks Details: Edit  button -> If finished date is previous date then today date, error 
shows as Finished date should be future date
Fix: Products details: Edit  button -> If date is previous then today date, error shows as 
Expiry date should be feature date
Fix: Product Insert: If Unit doesn't exists while saving, error generates as Barcode doe's not 
exists
Add label / title to all fields e.g. use floating label for all fields (e.g. text-field, password-field, 
date-picker, combo-box)
Fix: Add Invoice: Alphabets can be entered in Disc in % , due to which errors are 
generated
Fix: Product Detail Edit  button -> Null Pointer Exception (when expiry date is empty)
Fix: Incompatible data type in conversion: from SQL type DOUBLE to Long

Breaking Changes  

Minor or other Extra fixes / improvements  
Fix: Sometimes Multiple MDI windows shows after saving settings of Language
Change a little bit of front-end design (new better front-end theme) e.g. buttons and input 
fields

Known bugs / errors  
First time accessing printer generate error sometimes.

Note (quick work around):  As the error is generated first time, again printing receipt works 
well.

On canceling printer job generate error

While saving Setting: Clicking on close button also save setting and refresh Main window

Known limitation  

Error printing report.

Access is denied.

Error printing report.

Caused by: PrinterAbortException
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Others  
This software version (release) is compatible with previous version e.g. eSales Analyst 
2020.04.16
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